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XOOPS is an exciting platform powered by the dedication of Open Source Developers that
passionately make version for the community. Community maintained and committed, XOOPS
offers one of the most helpful environment to nurturer any web developers needs. This is more
of an Artistic Contribution my friend NQAI is making a XOOPS Song and this is the alpha
edition. NQAI Records Professionally write jingles for advertising, this is not but could be used
with the Video Competition. I would like to see a song competition as well. If you would like to
download the alpha click here!! (1.32Mbs) or you can listen here: Paul from NQAI Believes this
track needs some more work and have released it much like an alpha edition of software the
alpha edition of the XOOPS Jingles. He is lookin for suggestion of lyrics and information his
contact details are below. NQAI Records Contact: Paul Doherty Email: prjmtd@gmail.com
Website:http://www.nqai-records.com MySpace:http://www.myspace.com/nqai
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